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Details every guy forgets
on proposal day
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The Monarch ring box embodies
the small details that most guys
forget when proposing. No more
worrying about how you will
conceal a large ring box. Place your
ring in the Monarch Box, tuck it in
any pocket, and be
confident it will reveal
your engagement ring in
the most beautiful way.

Conceal & Reveal
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Weighing in at just
60 grams, and only
12mm thick, Monarch

Box will slip into any pocket.

The powerful hidden magnet below the fabric surface ensures that a
perfect seal is maintained and your engagement ring is kept safe. Crafted
in aluminum, electropolished, anodized, and lined with Bridal Satin,
Monarch has achieved the perfect combination of elegant design and
individual style.
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Say anything with
laser engraving

Make your proposal unforgettable by
adding a personal laser-engraved
message. We purposefully left room on
the inside of the Monarch Box for
laser engraving. This adds another
incredibly special element to the
proposal and the continued use of the
box after the wedding.
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Custom colors for any style or brand
All Monarch ring boxes are lined with Bridal Satin. This incredible fabric provides
endless color options. Choose from one of our selected colors or pick a completely
custom color that will match your brand or customer’s needs.

+
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Let Monarch boost your brand
It is surprising to think about how we present something as beautiful as an
engagement ring. You have to ask yourself how large, bulky, poorly made, cheap,
one time use boxes became the standard for an occasion so precious and life
altering. Let the Monarch engagement ring box build your brand and showcase
your rings like never before.

The Monarch Box retails for $159
with special rates available for wholesalers.

Email: contact@monarchbox.com

www.monarchbox.com
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